ABSTRACT. Let X denote a locally compact Hausdorff space and C¡,(X) the algebra of continuous complex-valued functions on X. The main result of this paper is that X is paracompact if and only if Co(X), the subalgebra of C(,(X) consisting of functions which vanish at infinity, has an approximate identity which is a relatively compact subset of Ct,(X) for the weak topology of the pairing of C¡,(X) with its strict topology dual.
applies in the WBAI case to give a new and simpler proof of Wheeler's result [13, Theorem 2.1] . Second, by a direct argument that does not appeal to paracompactness of X, we prove that if Cq(X) has a WCAI, then it has a WBAI and note that this result gives a second proof of our main theorem. Since a TBAI is a WCAI, we also get a new proof that Cq(X) has a TBAI if and only if X is paracompact. Third, we give an example to show that a WBAI or WCAI need not contain a subnet which is a TBAI. Thus we show that a plausible approach to both the WBAI and WCAI characterization problems will not work.
We begin by mentioning two (essentially) known results about relatively weakly compact sets in Cb(X). The first is this: A uniformly bounded subset F of CD(X) is relatively weakly compact if and only if it is relatively pointwise compact if and only if it is quasi-equicontinuous [7, p. 269] . The second result is the content of the following lemma.
LEMMA 1. A uniformly bounded subset F o}Cq(X) is relatively weakly compact in C0(X) if and only if every sequence in F has a subsequence converging pointwise to a function in C0(X).
PROOF. Suppose that F satisfies the condition on sequences. The Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem then implies that every infinite subset of F has a weak cluster point in C0(X). Since ß is complete, F is relatively weakly compact Suppose that F is relatively weakly compact. Then F is certainly relatively countably compact in the topology of pointwise convergence on C0(X). Let (/") be a sequence in F, and let S -\Jn{x G X: fn(x) ^ 0}. Note that S is ocompact. Let F G C0(X) be a pointwise cluster point of the sequence (fn)-By [9, Theorem 2.1], there is a subsequence (fnk) such that fnk(x) -* f(x) for x G S. But fnk(x) = f(x) = 0 for x € X -S. Thus fnk -> / pointwise on X. This concludes the proof.
The proof of Theorem 3, our main result, uses a set-theoretical lemma due to Hajnal (see [13, Lemma 2.6] ). We give here a much simpler proof due to Ruzsa [10] . LEMMA 2. Let A be an infinite set, directed by <. Let (Ka)a€A be a cover of a set X with the following properties: (a) if ai < q2, then Kai C Ka2; (b) if (an) is a strictly increasing sequence in A and a G A, then there is a positive integer N such that Ka n Kan = Ka n KaN for n > N. Then there is a set B and a family (Lß)ßcB of pairwise disjoint subsets of X which covers X and has the following properties: (1) for each ß G B, 3a G A, such that Lß C Ka; (2) for each a G A, there is a finite subset F of B such that Ka C [jßepLß.
PROOF. Let <C be an arbitrary well-ordering of A. Let B be the set of finite, nonempty subsets of A. Define a well-ordering, also denoted <SC, of B as follows. The family (Lß) consists of disjoint sets, has the same union as (Ka), and has the property that Lß C Kg(ß). All we need to prove is (2). We prove by contradiction that each Kg^ is contained in a finite union of sets in the family (Lß); this is sufficient for (2) since Ka = Kg^ayy Suppose not, and let ß = {ai,..., an}, with an C ••• < ai, be the first element of B for which our proposition does not hold. Since Kgy¡,) -Lß c U/3'<a-k/3'> there must be an infinite sequence ß\ <C ß2 "C • • • < ß such that $g(ß) l~l Lßi ^ 0 for all i. Divide these ßi's into n classes, the first consisting of those with all elements -C «i and the j-th, for 2 < j < n, consisting of those /3¿'s which contaian ai,... ,ctj-\ but not Qj. One of these classes, say the fcth, must be infinite. Denote the ft's of this class by ¿i < ¿2 < ■ Since the sets in the family (Lßi)ßi^B are pairwise disjoint, this implies that Kg^lN-) is not contained in a finite union of sets in the family. This is a contradiction since 7AT</3. THEOREM 3. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space. Then Cq(X) has a WCAI if and only if X is paracompact.
PROOF. If X is paracompact, the construction in [3, Theorem 4.2] yields a WCAI, since /3-totally bounded sets are relatively /3-compact. Now suppose that (fa)a€A is a WCAI for Co(X). For each a G A, let Ka = {x: /Q(x) > |}. The family (Ka) is a cover of X consisting of compact sets. Introduce a (new) partial order on A as follows: ai < 0:2 if and only if faj > | on Kai. It is evident that A is a directed set and that if ai < a2, then Kai C K°2 C Ka2. Suppose that (an) is a strictly increasing sequence in A with respect to the partial order just defined. Let S = (Jn Kan, and let / be a weak and, hence, pointwise cluster point of (/<*") in C0(X). Since / > | on S and / < | on X -E, S is clopen.
Let K be any compact subset of X, e.g., Ka for some a. Then ÄTlE is compact, and there exists a positive integer N such that KOY, = K(~)KaN since £ = \Jn K®n.
Therefore K n Kan = K n KaN for n > N.
We now choose sets (Lß)ßGß as in Lemma 2 and observe that this family of sets is a locally finite (called neighborhood-finite in [6] We have seen that X paracompact =>• existence of a TBAI =>■ existence of a WCAI =>■ existence of a WBAI => X is paracompact.
It is natural to inquire if every WBAI or WCAI contains a subnet which is a TBAI or, equivalently, which is equicontinuous. The concluding example shows that this need not be the case. EXAMPLE 5. Let N denote the set of positive integers, and let X be the topological sum (union of disjoint spaces, each clopen in X) of the product space NN, given the discrete topology, and sets Ai, A2,..., each of which is a copy of the closed unit interval [0,1] with the usual topology. Observe that X is locally compact Hausdorff and paracompact [6, Theorem 7.3 It is clear that each function fs is continuous and has compact support and that the net (fs), where the finite subsets S are directed upward by inclusion, is an approximate identity for Co(X). Using a diagonal process, one can easily see that each sequence from the family (fs) has a subsequence which converges pointwise to an element of C0(X). Using Lemma 1, we conclude that (fs) is a WCAI. It is also easily checked that (fs) is a WBAI. and suppose that fs(x) ^ 0 for some S of cardinality n. Then x G S and ^>(5) > fci + • • • + kn > kn. Therefore fs ^ F. Thus /s(x) = 0 for every fs G F and, hence, F is not an approximate identity for Cq(X).
